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1 Abstract

Letting a user generate tasks in a multitasking computer environment will result in a serial
stream of tasks, and thus a less than optimum use of the available computing and storage
devices. When presented with a number of concurrent tasks, the multitasking operating sys
tem will be able to schedule the tasks in order to optimally fill the resources and so improve
the throughput.

In a programming environment, serial execution is often initiated by the well-known Unix
tool Make. The concurrent equivalent is the newly developed CASE tool Cake (Concurrent
Make). This CASE tool is developed to describe a network of tasks and present the operating
system with a flow of concurrent tasks. The overall response time of the network is less than
the corresponding serial execution of the tasks.

Measurements in an OS/2 environment show that for a characteristic program development
project, the overall throughput increases when offering the tasks in parallel instead of in
sequence. By converting a standard Make description me in a Cake description me, the time
needed to perform all tasks can be decreased by 25%. Three concurrent tasks are enough to
almost optimally use the available resources in a single processor environment.

Modelling the Cake system using a simple queueing model results in a tool that can be used
to predict the behaviour of the Cake performance when changing parameters such as the
number and speed of the processing and storage devices. Comparison of the model results
and measurements confmn that the model correctly predicts the behaviour of the system.

2 Introduction

Current applications of workstations as personal computer have generated a large number of
single user, multitasking computer environments. The operating systems involved are VMS,
UNIX and OS/2 operating on hardware like the VAX 2000, Sun SparcStation and ffiM
PS/2-70. A single user tends to use less than the full capacity of such a workstation. This is
caused by the inability to generate a constant flow of tasks that the operating system (OS) can
schedule to fully use the available resources like the processing and storage devices. A single
user will typically present the OS one task, wait for the result, think about this and repeat the
process.

This serialisation can also be found in simple CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering)
tools like the UNIX Make tool. A network of tasks is described as sequence of serially
executable tasks. In this case, even though all tasks are known in advance to the OS, the
resources are not used in the best possible way.

This paper describes a CASE tool that, given a description of a collection of tasks, provides
the OS with as many concurrent tasks as possible. The OS should be able to schedule these
tasks in such a way that the processing and storage devices are used optimally.

To evaluate the performance of the resulting system, and to predict the effect of adding
resources, a simple queueing model of the system is described and the performance para
meters are compared with measurements in an OS/2 environment.

Section 3 describes the principles involved in the concurrent execution of a system of poten
tially concurrent tasks. Section 4 describes a laboratory test of the Cake performance. Section
5 describes a simple queueing model modelling the system. Section 6 gives an comparison of
the measurements and the model results. Section 7 does a "What-If' analysis of the system if
an extra disk is added. In section 8 some concluding remarks are given.
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3 Concurrent execution of independent tasks

The type of CASE tools involved (both Cake and Make) allow users to describe the sequence
of actions as a dependency tree. Each node qj in the tree represents a file system object (node
<i> on tree level <j». The root of the tree Ou represents the goal object, normally a file con
taining an executable binary. The collection of arcs {~j} leaving a node represents a series
of actions done on the target nodes, resulting in a newer version of the originator node.

The user can request the system to validate an object Olj in a given tree T. The system
resolves this request using the following recursive algorithm:

validate(O(i+I)k) ,Olt dependent on O(i+I)k
if Olj doesn't exist men {Olj is invalid}

for all qtl+t)k' 0ljdependent on O(i+t)k
if O(l+l}t newer then 0lj then {Oij is invalid}

if 0 0 is invalid
execute actions ~j to validate Olj

This recursive algorithm walks through the dependency tree and will execute all the actions
needed to generate the requested valid object Olj' IT object Olj is already valid, no action will
be taken.

3.1 The Make approach

The original Make utility implements a dependency tree like the one described in the previ
ous section. Make implements the execution of the actions A;j needed to generate object Ojj
in a straightforward way:

• activate A;j
• wait for Atj to terminate

This approach results in the sequential execution of the actions in the dependency tree. The
order of execution will be a "depth-frrst-search" order.

3.2 The Cake approach

Although the dependency tree used by Cake closely resembles the one used by Make, the
execution algorithm differs strongly. Apart from the dependency tree, two extra datastruc
tures are generated, a "todo-list" and an "action-list". The "todo-list" contains actions A;j that
can be executed, the "action-list" contains actions~ that are being executed. There is a
maximum number of jobs M that can be executed concurendy.
The following algorithm is used to update the "todo-list" and the "action-list":

{initialisation}

•

•

collect in "todo-list" all actions~ belonging to invalid objects Oij that are
not dependent on any other invalid node Ot!.

move as many actions from the "todo-list" to the "action-list" as possible.
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• wait for an action ~j to tenninate

{action ~j tenninates }

• check if the parents of Atj need to be added to the "todo- list" .

• move those actions At; from the "todo-list" to the "action-list" that belong
to the object Oij that is the furthest removed from the root ofthe dependency
tree, until there are M actions in the action-list oruntil the todo-list is empty.

• wait for an action~ to terminate.

The scheme results in the concurrent execution of at most M tasks. It is possible that due to
certain tree configurations and execution characteristics it isn't possible to execute the maxi
mum number of jobs concurrently. The above described algorithm has a good worst-case
behaviour and will in general execute as many jobs concurrently as possible.

4 Measurement

To determine the perfonnance of the Cake system, measurements were perfonned using an
artificial dependency tree. Both the objects Otj and the actions ~j were known quantities in
the measurement. The dependency tree is shown in Figure 1, the algorithm for the action Atj
in Figure 2. The test environment consists of 9 jobs that can ron concurrently, each using a
determined amount of processing and disk capacity.

•

w•• C • 0.019 w,. 0.231

CPU

Figure 1: Dependency tree for measurement Figure 2: Flow for action Atj

The jobs have the following characteristics:

Disk

K=9

N=9

W d =0.231 sec

We =Cn * 0.019 sec

Tlnlt =1.85 sec

number of disk/cpu cycles

number of jobs in tree

average disk service time

average cpu service time

(~=5 ... 20)

action startup time
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Tests have been done to measure the total throughput time of the jobs with a different number
of concurrent jobs during the execution of each tree. The measurements are done for
M=I,2,3,4,5. Note that the case (M=l) gives results equal to the Make system. T(M) is
defmed as the time needed to execute the whole tree given M concurrent jobs.
The results of these measurements are given in Figure 3.

0.0 ····..·.···.·······.u u _..........•............_ _- .

0.8 - -_ .

O.D0.5

0.5 l....-__....L...__......L..__---l. .L-.__....L...__--J

0.4

Figure 3: Measurement results of test tree

As a comparison, a real life measurement is given. In Figure 4, the throughput of the compi
lation of the Cake-system itself is given for a number of different concurrent jobs. The Cake
system consists of 11 C source-code modules and uses a large SCHEME library during
linking.

0.9 ...

r···
l- 0.7 ..•

M ...

0,5

Figure 4: Measurement results of the Cake system tree

5 Cake queueing model

Aim of this section is to indicate the profit Cake will give on Make. Of course this gain
depends on the dependency tree used. In some pathological cases Make will peIfonn just as
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well as Cake. Here we derive the profit for what we consider as an average case, therefore the
percentages of Cake response time in comparison to Make response time will be rough esti
mates for the response time gain with Cake in real life.

The computer system we consider here is a multitasking machine with a single user. The
degree of multi-tasking M can be specified and will vary from 1 to 5. A value ofM above 5
will not be meaningful, because the performance of the system will decrease rapidly as a
result of extra swapping between memory and disk. This number M turns out to be one of the
two key-parameters in the performance comparison.

In our model the system is built of two devices, a CP and a Disk. The Cake tree consists of a
number of jobs, N. During the processing of these jobs there will be constantly M jobs pres
ent in the system. An exception is the fmal stage of the Cake task, for the few fmal jobs the
number of concurrent jobs may be less. The root job will always be processed individually.

One single job will visit both the CP and the disk K times. This number K is not very import
ant for a performance comparison between Make and Cake. Therefore an average over all
jobs can be taken. Each time a job will be served during an exponentially distributed time
with different means at CP and Disk. The ratio between these two means is the second
key-parameter. We will assume here that the Disk is the bottle-neck. In our research we
varied the ratio between the workloads at the CP and Disk from 0.4 to 1.0. This covers all
important practical cases. Note that a switch of bottle-neck station will lead to almost equal
results. Only minor differences in the model will occur by the starting and ending of the com
plete Cake task.

A last assumption we make concerns the overhead of a job. Each job will have an overhead
caused by the program load and system initialization. This overhead is taken fixed for each
job and during this time the CP as well as the Disk will be occupied.

The performance characteristics of the model above can be calculated with the Mean Value
Analysis [I]. This is a recursive scheme. It will give in a straightforward way the response
time at the CP, Se, and at the Disk, Sd' for one visit as a function of the number of concurrent
jobs and the workloads at CP and Disk (we resp. wd).

M _ ( (M - 1) • Se(M -1) 1...
Se( ) - Se(M -1)+Sd(M -1) +1)We

(
(M -1) • SiM - 1) 1...

SiM ) = Se(M -1)+SiM -1) + IXI'd

Sil)=wd

Se(l) = We

In the complete Cake task the last job is executed alone, this will take K * (wd + we) seconds.

There are K *[(N-l)/M] rounds with Mjobs (the square brackets indicate the integer part of
the number in between), these will take Sc(M) + SiM) seconds each.

The remaining jobs except for the last one will make K rounds together, and the time for a
round of one of these jobs is found in the recursive determination of Sc(M) and SiM).

The total response time of Cake to a system with maximal M concurrent jobs is now found by
summing the three parts mentioned above and adding two extra terms: N times the overhead,
which was a constant for each job, and an extra visit to the CP. This extra visit is to compen
sate the first round, which will last longer because the system is not in equilibrium. Equilib
rium is assumed for the other rounds.
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We are also interested in the maximal profit that can be made. This profit is made for a situ
ation with deterministic workloads and an infinite number of concurrent jobs allowed. In this
case the time needed will be N times the overhead plus NK times the workload at the Disk
(the bottle-neck station) plus K times the workload at the CP (because the last job is pro
cessed alone) plus once the workload at the CP for the frrst job in its frrst round.

6 Verification

To check the assumptions made above we compared our results with the measured perfonn
ance of Cake. We tested a Cake task with 9 jobs, an overhead of 1.85 seconds per job, 9
rounds for each job, a workload at the Disk of 0.231 seconds and a range of workloads for the
CPo The overhead is obtained by comparing the measured and modelled MAKE. We plotted
for a different number of concurrent tasks the measured response time against the ratio
between the CP and Disk workloads. It is obvious that our model underestimates the qualities
of Cake.

In the figures below we have plotted the gain of Cake towards Make for our test example.
Other examples have given approximately equal plots. On the horizontal axis is given the
ratio between we and wd' On the vertical axis is given the percentage of the response time of
Cake in comparison with Make (100%). Each line in the plot indicates the gain-curve for a
specific number of concurrent jobs. This value is 1 (i.e. Make), 2, 3, 4, 5. One can see that a
situation with equal workloads at CP and Disk can profit most from Cake, as expected.
Another remark is that larger overhead will decrease the profit, because of its simultaneous
possession of both resources .

... ... ----._.__ ---_ ---.__ _.._.............•..•..................•._..•....

.........•...•...............••...•...•........_--_ _ _ _..__._---

_ 0.' .."... N ::::=-:-, -~::..:::==:==--*::::===~s=~:'1:. __-=al

~. -
~ 0.'7

_0.1 _. .._. _ _ ri_._.._.. ··_· __.._ -
E" ~-.
~ .., 1--. ._._._-_.•--:--.._-,....-._.

... ..............................•........................_-_ __...............•...__ - ... 1---------- --.--- - ..---.- --.---..- ..-.---.-

u •.':-.--------:-.'::-.5_---:-...L....-._-J••,':--_..,.....__-1..._--'

TCflUI'Tdlsk

~ .--=r-'--

Q.S...L....-._-J...':--_..,.....__..,-'•.,::---..,-'...::----:'::...::------'

TCflUI'Tdlsk

~ _.-=r-'-.

Figure 5: Comparison of measurement and
model results with two concurrent jobs

Figure 6: Comparison of measurement and
model results with three concurrent jobs
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Figure 7: Comparison of measurement and
model results with four concurrent jobs
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Figure 8: Comparison of measurement and
model results with five concurrent jobs
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7 Prediction

The model can be used to predict the effect of certain changes in the configuration such as the
adding of a server. As an example the model is expanded with an extra disk and the model
results are calculated.

The visiting jobs are presumed to distribute their disk workload equally over the two disks.
The results are displayed in Figure 9. Figure 10 gives the same figures, but now for the
model with one CPU and one disk.

... ----.-----.------------1

;:-0.1 -.- -..- -.-..-.------ . .. .__

!..,~:.:::.::::::d:.::.:_.-.6------__-------+-- .~--- ---.
D.I ~.:-===:-.::::!.:=.:~.::=.:.:::.-.!~-_-<.--...!..-.._-..__-..__..~-_.-:.._-_'_

......';----:':o.o-~•.':-._---':-..,_----J...'--_......I.-_....J

TcpulTdltk

IWMoI_1W
---e-- -.--- ---e-- --.. -.

Figure 9: Model result with 1 CPU and 2
disks
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;:-0.1 t:'""- -

E" !':=~
:i' - --~...... _.-=:~::::::::!:::::::==:!!!:==::6===-..J
~..,~._--~~~~~--- ......__._-...-_.._- ..-.._--~

........_--------_.__.__.__.._._--_._-_._-_.._--_ .

o.so.L.-.-~O'S-~O'O:':--"":'O.':-7 --::'::...-----:.:':-.• ----:
TcpulTdlsk

IIolI Mol ... M~--e- .-.;a:.-- ~~.- ...•..
Figure 10: Model results with 1 CPU and 1
disk

The results show that the adding of a disk improves the throughput of the system, especially
if the processes are disk- bound (20%). If the processes are CPU bound, the gain of adding an
extra disk is small (8%).

This example shows that the model can be used to give a quantitative prediction of the effect
of changing the computer configuration.

8 Conclusion

The Cake system is modelled using a simple queueing netwoIk model. The model contains
two servers, a CPU server and a Disk server. The Cake tasks are modelled as N jobs, M at a
time making K rounds through the queueing system. The servers are supposed to have an
exponentially distributed service times

The time gained by using the Cake system instead of the Make system is determined by the
CPU/Disk ratio of the tasks to be perfonned. For example, if the average CPU/Disk ratio is
30 %, the maximum speed improvement will be less then 30%. Theoretical maximum time
gain using one CPU and one Disk is 50% for equal deterministic woIkloads.

Speeding up one of the resources will result in a change of the CPUlDisk ratio, and so in the
time gain. The bottle-neck resource directly determines the system throughput.

A parallel execution mechanism such as found in the Cake system is very useful in optimiz
ing the use of multiple resources in environments such as Local Area Networks (LAN's) and
transputer networks.
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